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F
luorescence microscopy is an impor-
tant tool in molecular and cellular
biology. A wide range of synthetic

dyes and fluorescent proteins with different
emission spectra and lifetimes make it pos-
sible to simultaneously detect and sepa-
rately analyze multiple molecular targets.
Usually, the labeling targets are proteins of
only a few nanometers in size. The fine
details of protein storage and interaction
can therefore not be fully resolved in con-
ventional optical imaging techniques such
as wide-field or confocal microscopy, where
the resolution is limited to a few hundreds
of nanometers.1 Recent developments in
fluorescence nanoscopy, with techniques
such as STED,2,3 PALM,4 and STORM5 offering
an order of magnitude higher resolution,

now drastically improve the means of over-
coming these limitations. However, these
super resolution techniques put higher and
more specific demandson the optical system
as well as on the fluorescent probes. As a
consequence,fluorescent nanoscopy images
with more than two colors are hard to
acquire outside the leading specialized
laboratories.6,7

The principle of STED microscopy is very
similar to that of confocal microscopy, with
the addition of a second laser beam featur-
ing a central intensity zero in its focus
(commonly shaped as a doughnut). By in-
ducing stimulated emission, this second
beam acts to “turn off” all excited molecules
which lie outside of the very center of the
focus. This effectively shrinks the excitation
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ABSTRACT Fluorescence nanoscopy provides means to discern the finer details of

protein localization and interaction in cells by offering an order of magnitude higher

resolution than conventional optical imaging techniques. However, these super

resolution techniques put higher demands on the optical system and the fluorescent

probes, making multicolor fluorescence nanoscopy a challenging task. Here we

present a new and simple procedure, which exploits the photostability and excitation

spectra of dyes to increase the number of simultaneous recordable targets in STED

nanoscopy. We use this procedure to demonstrate four-color STED imaging of platelets

withe40 nm resolution and low crosstalk. Platelets can selectively store, sequester, and release a multitude of different proteins, in a manner specific for

different physiological and disease states. By applying multicolor nanoscopy to study platelets, we can achieve spatial mapping of the protein organization

with a high resolution for multiple proteins at the same time and in the same cell. This provides a means to identify specific platelet activation states for

diagnostic purposes and to understand the underlying protein storage and release mechanisms. We studied the organization of the pro- and antiangiogenic

proteins VEGF and PF-4, together with fibrinogen and filamentous actin, and found distinct features in their respective protein localization. Further,

colocalization analysis revealed only minor overlap between the proteins VEGF and PF-4 indicating that they have separate storage and release

mechanisms, corresponding well with their opposite roles as pro- and antiangiogenic proteins, respectively.
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volume and thereby increases the resolution directly
during image capture, without the need of any com-
putations. For additional information, we refer to good
review articles.8,9

Localization based fluorescence nanoscopy techni-
ques such as PALM and STORM are based on the
sequential on/off switching and individual localization
of fluorescent probes. If only single probes are active
inside the diffraction volume, their position can be
computationally localized with very high precision.10

By stochastically switching on a small subset of the
fluorescent probes in each image, localizing their
individual positions, and then repeating this proce-
dure, we can obtain a high resolution image from the
combined localizations. Using this principle, Zhuang
and co-workers recently reported a 4-color STORM
image on cells6 and a 6-color STORM image on amodel
sample.11 However, due to the very different proce-
dure involved in the acquisition of the high resolution
image and in the labeling of the target molecules, the
multicolor procedure cannot be directly applied to
STED imaging. Since both STED and PALM/STORM have
their selective advantages, it is of interest to establish
multicolor acquisition possibilities for both categories of
super resolution imaging techniques.
For STED and conventional fluorescence micro-

scopy, the most common way to perform multicolor
fluorescence imaging is to label targets with fluores-
cent probes having different excitation and emission
spectra, requiring different excitation lasers as well as
fluorescence emission pathways for each target. How-
ever, the addition of the extra beam in STED imaging
makes spectral separation of more than two dyes
challenging. Another option is to add the fluorescent
lifetime as a read out parameter, whereby dyes with
short and long lifetimes can be separated.12 However,
this requires high time resolution and also high emis-
sion intensity to reduce crosstalk between the targets.
Using fluorescence lifetime to separate dyes can there-
fore be challenging in STED nanoscopy where the
emission intensity is generally lower due to less fluor-
escent probes being active at the same time. None-
theless, successful STED imaging has been achieved in
combination with lifetime separation with <10% cross-
talk.7 Here we demonstrate how the excitation spectrum
and photostability of the dyes can be exploited to add the
possibility of imaging additional targets with little or no
modification of themicroscope setupneeded.Weuse this
method to demonstrate four-color STED imaging of plate-
lets with low crosstalk at e40 nm resolution.
Platelets act as the postal office of our body. While

circulating the bloodstream, they are capable to selec-
tively store, sequester, and release a large number of
different molecules and proteins.13 Due to their highly
sensitive nature, platelets can be activated by many
different molecules resulting in morphological changes
followed by release or uptake of specific proteins.14�18

Thereby platelets can release certain proteins where
they are needed, such as fibrinogen at the location of a
wound19orgrowthproteins suchasVEGFat the location
of rapid cell division.20Details of howproteins are stored
in platelets thus carry a wealth of information regarding
the status of our bodies and can potentially provide
diagnostic indicators of different states and diseases,
including cancer.21,22 Further, the mechanisms behind
the selective protein uptake and release in platelets are
still under debate.23,24 Improved means for character-
ization of proteins in intact platelets will not only
sharpen the diagnostics but also provide a deeper
understanding of these underlying mechanisms which
could provide a basis for various treatment regimes. To
extract the necessary information it is beneficial to be
able to label and specifically detect multiple targets
simultaneously. In addition, platelets are typically small,
in the order of 2�4 μm2, and recent studies indicate
that the carried proteins are stored in separate compart-
ments inside 200�500 nm R-granules.24�26 High reso-
lution is therefore needed to elucidate thisfine compart-
mentalization, making multicolor STED nanoscopy an
ideal tool to further exploit the diagnostic and thera-
peutic potential of platelet proteomics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Given the central role of platelets in early cancer
development, in particular their ability to selectively
store and release proteins regulating tumor develop-
ment, it is of considerable benefit to be able to
simultaneously localize multiple proteins with high
resolution and specificity within individual, intact pla-
telets. This provides a motivation to develop further
means to monitor multiple targets with super resolu-
tion STED imaging. In the following, we describe the
developed procedures and their application to multi-
ple target high resolution imaging on intact platelets.

Overall Strategy for Multicolor Acquisition. In the proce-
dure, two targets (referred to as A and B) are labeled
with fluorescent molecules which have similar emis-
sion and excitation profiles but different photostability.
An image is acquired using a single excitation and
emission pathway resulting in a combined image of
the two targets (A þ B), as shown in Figure 1a. There-
after, a laser is used to photobleach one of the targets
(A), while the other target (B) remains largely unaf-
fected. A new image is then acquired, now only show-
ing the unaffected target (B). By removing the image of
the unaffected target (B) from that of the combined
targets (Aþ B), we can extract an image of the bleached
target as A = (A þ B) � B. Further, if the microscope
already has the possibility to distinguish between two
different targets by separate excitation and emission
pathways, this method can be applied in both channels
to produce a four-color image as shown in Figure 1b.
In principle, the method could also be used together
with other means of separating targets, for instance by
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fluorescence lifetime, thereby increasing the number of
possible targets by an additional factor of 2.

The requirement is that we can, to a large extent,
bleach one of the targets while keeping the other
unaffected. For this to work it is of benefit if there is a
slight difference between the excitation spectra of the
two dyes. Even a difference of just a few nanometers
can give a substantial difference in the excitation rate
if the laser wavelength is selected at the long wave-
length end tail of the excitation spectra. We used
antibodies coupled to the fluorophores Atto647N
and Dylight650 where in water solution we measured
a ∼8 nm shift toward longer wavelengths in the
excitation spectrumofDylight650, as shown in Figure S1a.
We chose to bleach at a wavelength of 710 ( 10 nm
where Dylight650 had an approximately 3�4 times
higher excitation cross section as compared to Atto647N.
For the second channel, we could use the same dye
Alexa594 coupled to either antibodies or phalloidin. Here
we noticed a large change in photostability depending

on the conjugation together with a slight shift in the
excitation spectrum, with the spectrum of Alexa594-
phalloidin shifted ∼2 nm toward longer wavelengths as
compared to Alexa594-ab. Most likely, this spectral
change is too small to yield a significant difference in
the excitation rate at the selected bleaching wavelength
of 647( 5 nm, (Figure S1b). The observed dye conjuga-
tion dependent difference in the bleaching rate of
Alexa594 is probably rather related to a change in the
photobleaching quantum yield.

The selected bleaching wavelengths were chosen
to fit the laser lines already available on our micro-
scope, where 647 ( 5 nm is used to excite Atto647N
and Dylight650 and 710 ( 10 nm is used for STED of
Alexa594. Thus, applying the method did not require
any changes of the optical setup (see Methods, STED
Microscopy for details). However, adding one or two
bleaching lasers to an optical setup is generally not
difficult since properties such as beam quality and
focusing is of less importance as long as the laser has
sufficient power to bleach the dyes. Since we use the
STEDwavelength of Alexa594 to bleachDylight650, we
needed to separately take the STED image ofDylight650
combined with Atto647N before we took the STED
image of Alexa594. Therefore, to acquire a four-channel
image, we needed to acquire three images in total.
First, the combination of Dylight650 and Atto647N
(A1 þ B1) was imaged, then Atto647N together with
Alexa594-phalloidin and Alexa594-ab (B1, A2 þ B2)
where Dylight650 (A1) was bleached by the 710( 10 nm
STED beam during capture. After the second image, a
bleaching step was performed using the 647 ( 5 nm
beam to remove Alexa594-phalloidin, and then the third
and last image was acquired showing only Alexa594-ab
(B2). When all three images are acquired, the images of
the bleached dyes Alexa594-phalloidin and Dylight650-
ab can be reconstructed and amerge of all four channels
can be created as shown in Figure 2. Images of structured
cytoskeletal targets including filamentous actin, micro-
tubules, and vimentin intermediate filaments using the
same procedure can be found in Figure S2.

Crosstalk. In general, when capturingmulticolor images
of different targets, the crosstalk, i.e., the fraction of signal
of a fluorescent molecule assigned to the wrong color
channel, needs to be taken into account. In our approach,
crosstalk comes from three separate sources. The first is
the fraction of remaining intensity of the bleachable dye,
the second the fraction of bleached intensity of the stable
dye and the third is due to noise. The remaining intensity
of the bleachable dyewill lead to crosstalk to the image of
the stable dye, while the bleached intensity of the stable
dye will lead to crosstalk to the image of the bleachable
dye, as shown in Figure S3. To obtain information regard-
ing the bleached intensities of the dyes, control samples
for each target need to be separately prepared and then
imaged using the same labeling and imaging conditions
as for themulticolor samples. This will provide knowledge

Figure 1. Schematic display of the imaging procedure. (a)
Two images are captured, the first showing both targets
(Aþ B) and the second showing the stable target (B) where
target (A) has been bleached. The image of (A) can
be reconstructed by subtracting the second image from the
first as A = (Aþ B)� B. Finally, amerged image can bemade
where both targets are separated (A, B). (b) If the micro-
scope can perform dual channel imaging by some means
(for instance, by use of emissionwavelength orfluorescence
lifetime separation), themethod can be applied to create an
image separating four different targets. The first captured
image shows the combined image of all four targets (A1 þ
B1, A2þ B2) registered in the two channels and the second
only the stable dyes (B1, B2). The images of the bleached
dyes (A1) and (A2) can be reconstructed by the two cap-
tured images and a merge of all four targets can then be
made (A1, B1, A2, B2).
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about howmuch intensity that is bleached for both dyes,
making it possible to perform a simple weighting proce-
dure to reduce the crosstalk. The weighting procedure is
similar to that of linear unmixing, previously reported for
fluorescencemicroscopy,27 and a detailed description can
be found in the Supporting Information.

To estimate the crosstalk in real images, and to
evaluate to what extent the applied intensity weight-
ing procedure can suppress this crosstalk, we com-
bined two images taken on separate samples of
Alexa594-ab and Alexa594-phalloidin. Thereby we cre-
ated a “false” dual-labeled image where we knew the
exact intensity of both labels. We also combined the
images taken after one bleaching-imaging step so that
we could perform the procedure to extract the indivi-
dual images again, as shown in Figure S7. When the
original images of the separate labels were compared
with the reconstructed images, the crosstalk for Alexa594-
ab was estimated to ∼16% into the Alexa594-phalloidin
channel, and to <7% after bleaching compensation.
Alexa594-phalloidin had∼18% crosstalk into Alexa594-ab
channel and <6% with bleaching compensation. The
crosstalk of Atto647N-ab into Dylight650-ab channel
was estimated to be ∼18% without compensation
and <8% with bleaching compensation by the same
procedure as for the Alexa594 channels. For Dylight650-
ab, the bleaching procedure resulted in <1% remain-
ing intensity. This is optimal since it will provide negligible
crosstalk fromDylight650-ab to the Atto647N-ab channel.
Bleachingdataof thedyes canbe found in theSupporting
Information and is shown in Figures S5 and S6.

To summarize, the bleaching compensation, which
is based on separate control samples for each target,
can significantly improve the crosstalk but does not

remove it completely. Two reasons for this are nonuni-
form bleaching in the image and photon noise. Photon
noise affects the image of the bleached target since
this image is reconstructed from two separate images
which both have random photon noise. If bleaching
compensation is performed for the stable target, it will
also be affected by photon noise although to a lesser
extent since the remaining intensity of the bleachable
target should be low. To what extent noise affects cross-
talk can be estimated by taking consecutive images of
the same target and then subtracting the images from
each other to see howmuch intensity remains, as shown
in Figure S8. In our study we had ∼5% crosstalk from
noise for bothAlexa594-abandAtto647N-ab. Thebleach-
ing compensated crosstalk for these dyes is thus close to
that coming only fromnoise. This type of crosstalk can be
improved if ahigher signal in the sample canbe retrieved,
since the signal-to-noise ratio scales with the square root
of the number of detected photons.

Another important parameter when comparing
consecutive images is the drift in the system which
has to be much less than the resolution. This means
that at higher resolutions the stability of the system
becomes evenmore crucial. The drift of our systemwas
measured to be less than 6 nm after five consecutive
images and less than 8 nm after ten consecutive images
acquiredwith the same setting (image size, pixel size and
pixel dwell time) as the multicolor images. This drift is
much less thanour acquired resolution of 30�40nm. See
materials microscope drift for more details and Figure S9
for resolution measurement. However, if a larger drift
would occur, it can be compensated by shifting the
consecutive image so that the intensity profiles of the
stable dye overlap with the first image.

Figure 2. Captured and reconstructed images of platelets. Three images were captured where the first shows Dylight650-ab
and ATTO647N-ab (A1 þ B1); the second ATTO647N-ab, Alexa594-phalloidin and Alexa594-ab (B1, A2 þ B2); and the third
only Alexa594-ab (B2). The arrows mark some regions which were clearly bleached between the first and second image,
indicating Dylight650 labeling. The images of Dylight650-ab (A1) and Alexa594-phalloidin (A2) can be reconstructed, and a
merge of all STED images can be created (A1, B1, A2, B2). Scale bar: 1 μm.
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Four-Color STED Imaging on Platelets. Platelets contain
more than 1000 different proteins.28 The mechanisms
for how platelets sequester and release specific pro-
teins in a selective manner still remain to be clarified.
We applied the described procedure for four-color
STED imaging to characterize storage of proteins in
platelets and to demonstrate its potential to resolve
the storage mechanisms. In an earlier study we inves-
tigated how the proteins VEGF (vascular endothelial
growth factor), PF-4 (platelet factor 4) and fibrinogen
are stored inside the platelets in combination with
filamentous actin using dual-color STED microscopy.26

Herewe perform the same type of experiment but with
all four targets (VEGF, PF-4, fibrinogen, and filamen-
tous actin) labeled in the same cells using the fluor-
escent dyes Alexa594-ab, Alexa594-phall, ATTO647N-ab,
and Dylight650-ab (for details regarding sample pre-
paration see Methods, Immunofluorescence Staining).
This makes it possible to analyze how the individual
proteins are stored in the platelets, but also to look into
possible storage mechanisms and features that different
proteins may have in common. A four-color STED image
of the selected proteins in platelets is demonstrated in
Figure 3 and Figure S11 for CMYK color scheme.

We analyzed the images by the same procedure as
described in detail earlier to measure the number and
size of the protein containing granules as well as their
peripheral distribution.26 The number and size were
measured computationally by locating the peak intensity
of the individual emission profiles and then calculating
their size as the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) value.
The peripheral distribution wasmeasured using the actin

image of the platelets to provide a mask of the total area
spanned by the platelet. The area was then divided into
five separate concentric zones of equal size (r = 1�5)
where thenumberofproteins ineachzonewasmeasured
yieldingaprobability distribution function,P(r). The values
obtained for number, size and location showed distinct
features for the different proteins and agree well with
earlier data, as shown in Figure 4A,B.

Since we now have all proteins labeled in the same
cell, we can also add a colocalization analysis between
the proteins using the Pearson correlation coefficient29

(for more details see Methods, Image Analysis). The
colocalization data showed a possible costorage of
fibrinogen and PF-4 but very little overlap between
VEGF and PF-4 as well as between VEGF and fibrino-
gen, as shown in Figure 4C. The small spatial overlap
between VEGF and PF-4 is an indicator that they
are stored in separate vesicles and may thus also
be independently released. This corresponds well with
the opposite rules of VEGF and PF-4 as pro- and
antiangiogenic proteins, respectively. Taken together,
by combining high resolution imaging with multiple
targeting of proteins, we can now extract colocaliza-
tion and spatial correlations of several targets at the
same time, in the same cell, most likely offering a useful
tool to elucidate how platelets orchestrate the storage
and release of different regulating proteins.

Future Outlook. Since the distribution patterns of
proteins are affected differently depending on the
stimuli and activation of the platelet, simultaneous
high resolution imaging ofmultiple proteins in individual
platelets could provide means to separately distinguish

Figure 3. Four-color STED nanoscopy image. High-resolution STED images and corresponding confocal images of fibrinogen
(A1, A2), PF4 (B1, B2), VEGF (C1, C2), and F-actin (D1, D2). Merged images for the confocal (E1) and STED (E2) images, as well as
an enlarged STED image of a selected platelet (E3), are shown. Scale bars: 1 μm.
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platelets based on their type of activation. Platelets are
believed to play an important role in many forms of
disease, where they are presumably being activated in a
disease specific manner. This makes high resolution
multicolor platelet imaging a possible and interesting
tool for future diagnostics, as well as for elucidating the
intricate regulation mechanisms for how platelets store
and release proteins in a specific manner. Aside from
platelet studies, high resolution imaging has been per-
formed as ameans to identifymetastasizing cells based on
their subcellular protein distribution patterns.30 By increas-
ing the number of targets, the specificity in this identifica-
tion can be further increased and the amount of cells
needed for a reliable diagnosis can be reduced. This could
in turnprovidemeans touse less invasiveclinicaldiagnostic
methods where the amount of extracted sample is a
limitation.31 An interesting perspective would also be to
develop new analytical tools which correlate data ofmulti-
ple high resolution targets. Such algorithms could give
better insights into more complex cellular mechanisms,
pathways and interactions where many different proteins
are involved, such as in system biology elucidations.32,33

Regarding limitations to the technique, live-cell
imaging and imaging on diffusing targets are proble-
matic, since two or more images need to be captured
where the targeted proteins should not move between
captures. Also video-rate imaging will not in general be
possible since only a single image canbeacquired of the
bleachable dye. However, if one of the targets is mainly
stationary, such as motor proteins moving along a
stationary fiber, the stationary target can be targeted
with the bleachable dye which should allow for multi-
target video-rate imaging.

For this study, we only tried few different dyes and
used fixed bleaching laser wavelengths (bleaching data

of the tested dyes are given in Table S1). A more
thorough investigation of possible dye combinations
together with fine-tuning of the bleaching wavelengths
should provide better bleaching ratios and thus less
crosstalk.

CONCLUSION

We successfully demonstrated four-color STED nano-
scopy imaging by utilizing differences in excitation
spectrum and photostability among the used fluores-
cent markers. The technique requires little if any
changes to the optical setup and also little and very
basic postprocessing. With prior knowledge regarding
the bleaching of the fluorescent markers, a bleach-
ing compensation can be added, which significantly
reduces crosstalk. For our study, a crosstalk of <8%
was achieved for all dyes, which is comparable or
even slightly better than other multicolor nanoscopy
methods.6,7 The technique was successfully applied to
image platelets where the analysis of the images is in
agreementwith earlier data acquired without the use of
this technique. We anticipate that the combination of
multicolor imaging with high resolution imaging can
lead to new interesting applications such as identifying
disease specific activation states of platelets and eluci-
dating their underlying protein storage and release
mechanisms. In general, it promotes the capability to
exploit the spatial organization of proteins in cells for
diagnostic purposes. It also opens up the development
of new analytical tools and algorithms which combine
information from all highly resolved color channels.
Such images and algorithms could give new insights
into the organization and function of multiple protein
complexes where the correlative interactions of the
proteins are of interest.

METHODS
Platelet Isolation and Immunofluorescence Staining. The platelets

were separated from buffy coat blood sample from a healthy
donor (Karolinska Hospital, Huddinge, Sweden) and prepared
according to a previous protocol.34 A detailed description of the
protocol can be found in the Supporting Information.

Goat polyclonal (sc-1881) rabbit polyclonal, (sc-50301), and
mouse monoclonal (sc-166968) primary antibodies (all from

Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Heidelberg, Germany) were used for
targeting VEGF, PF4, and fibrinogen R, respectively. Donkey
polyclonal antibodies linked with Dylight650 (ab96938, Abcam,
U.K.) and Alexa-594 (A12381, Life Technologies Europe BV,
Sweden), as well as Phalloidin linked with Alexa-594 (A12381,
Life Technologies Europe BV, Sweden), were used to stain goat
and rabbit primary antibodies and actin, respectively, while sheep
polyclonal was conjugated with ATTO-647N (ATTO-TEC GmbH,

Figure 4. Analysis of platelet images. The three proteins fibrinogen, PF-4, and VEGF were analyzed in terms of number and
size of the protein clusters (A), as well as their peripheral distribution (B). The colocalization of the proteins was measured by
the Pearson correlation coefficient (C).
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Siegen, Germany) to stain mouse primary antibody. The final
concentration of all the primary antibodies used for staining
was ∼6 μg/mL, and the final concentration for the secondary
antibodies was 5 μg/mL, except for ATTO-647N conjugated sheep/
anti-mousewhichwas chosen to be 2μg/mLbecause of its higher
brightness in our samples. The final concentration of Alexa-594
labeled phalloidin for actin staining was 40 nM.

The cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in DPBS for
15 min. The fixed platelets were permeabilized with Triton
X-100 (0.2%) for 15 min, and then blocked for nonspecific
binding with bovine serum albumin (1%, Sigma, Sweden) for
15 min. The cells were then washed once with DPBS on an
orbital shaker (300 rpm), followedby incubationwith primary anti-
bodies against PF-4 (2 μg/mL), VEGF (2.5 μg/mL), or fibrinogenR
(2.5 μg/mL) overnight at 4 �C. The samples were then washed
twice with DPBS on an orbital shaker (300 rpm), incubated with
the secondary antibody (3 μg/mL) together with Phalloidin
ATTO 647N for 3 h under room temperature, and then washed
three times on an orbital shaker (300 rpm) before they were
mounted onto microslides with Mowiol-Dabco mounting me-
dium (Sigma, Sweden). The detailed fixation and immunofluor-
escence staining protocol can be found in the literature.26

STED Microscopy. A custom built STED microscope was used
for imaging, the principal design of which has been described in
detail before.35 The STED microscope can perform dual color
imaging by having two separate excitation beams (570( 5 and
647( 5 nm), two STED beams (710( 10 and 750( 10 nm), and
two emission pathways (615 ( 15 and 675 ( 15 nm). Since all
wavelengths are in the orange-red spectrum, there will be little
autofluorescence from the measured cells.36 This could also be
confirmed from our test experiments. The STED beams pass
through separate vortex phase plates (VPP-1, RPC Photonics,
Rochester, NY) imprinting helical phase masks of 2 π onto the
wave-fronts. Together with circular polarization, this creates
effective destructive interference at the center of the focal point
and, thus, a deep central intensity minimum. Excited molecules
that are outside the central minimum of the STED beam will be
affected by its intensity and stimulated back to the ground
state, leaving only the very central molecules to be detected.
The excitation and STEDbeamsoriginates from the samepulsed
supercontinuum Fianium laser (SC-450-PP-HE, Fianium Ltd.,
Southampton, U.K.). The laser was set to 1 MHz frequency,
and provides pulse duration of ∼100 ps. To reduce spectral
crosstalk, a time delay of 40 ns is set between the excitation and
STED beams of the two respective dyes. Since the fluorescence
lifetime of these dyes are just a few nanoseconds, this time
separation, accompanied by the same time separation for the
detectors, makes the spectral crosstalk very low (<4%Alexa594-
ab and phalloidin and <3% for ATTO647N and Dylight650). The
imaging powers were set to 200�500 nW for the excitation
wavelengths and 0.8�1.4 mW for the STED wavelengths. The
bleaching powerwas set to 1mWat 710( 10 nmand 300 μWat
647 ( 5 nm, which is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher
than the excitation power used for imaging. The image size was
set to 7 � 7 μm2 with a pixel size of 20 nm for the STED images
and 50 nm for the confocal images and a pixel dwell timeof 1ms.

Drift of System. To test the drift of our system, we took several
consecutive images of gold-beads, providing the reflective
point spread function (PSF) of one of our STED lasers, using
the same image settings (size, number of pixels, pixel dwell
time) as for the platelet imaging as shown in Figure S10. The
center positions of the gold beads were then computationally
calculated for each image by fitting the images with the STED
PSF using convolution. The bead positions were determined as
the pixels providing the highest fitting values and the location
of these pixels were measured, stored and then compared for
each consecutive image.

Fluorometer. Excitation spectra of the dyes were recorded
from∼1 μMconcentrated dye solution in cuvettes by a spectro-
fluorometer (FluoroMax-3, Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Edison, NJ).

Image Processing. Images were acquired using the software
Imspector (Department of NanoBiophotonics, MPI for Biophy-
sical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany) providing raw data
images where each pixel value corresponds to the measured
number of emitted photons in that pixel. To preserve the raw

data, images were exported as .dat files and then imported and
processed in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Image sub-
traction was performed by taking the raw data of one image and
subtracting it from the rawdata of another imagewith orwithout
weighting. The platelet images were deconvoluted using 10
iterations of the Richardsson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm
using a 40 nm Lorentzian point spread function (PSF) before
analysis.37

Image Analysis. The analysis of the platelet images have been
described in detail before regarding number, size and
distribution.26 For colocalization, the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient was used:38

P ¼
∑
n

i¼ 1
(Gi � G)(Ri � R)

∑
n

i¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(Gi � G)2

p
∑
n

i¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(Ri � R)2

p

whereGi and Ri are the intensity values at pixel i for imagesG
and R, respectively, and n is the total amount of pixels.

Statistics. Four consecutive images were taken on at least
five separate cells for both imaging and bleaching data of the
studied fluorescent molecules. Three separate measurements
were performed to test the crosstalk with and without bleach-
ing compensation for each dye. Data from 16 cells from a single
blood donor were used for analyzing the number, size, distribu-
tion and colocalization of the studied proteins.
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